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A description of a series of five tests on longi- 
tudinally stiffened plate panels subjected to the combined 
action of uniform lataral loading and axial compression is 
presented. The test specimens were fabricated as one-to-four 
scale models of typical ship bottm plating. The variable 
parameters ware: the rubpanel-width-to-plate-thickness ratio 
@/t - 41 and 60) and the intensity o f  the lataral loading 
(q - 6.5 and 13.0 psi). A detailed description is given of 
the apparatus and of the testing procedure. 
The test results are given in the form of curves and 
tables. The individual test readings are compiled in a 
supplementary volume, Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report 
No. 248.4A. An analysis of the test remlts will be given 
in a future report. 
The conclusions for the dimensions and loading used 
are : 
a) The panel behaves as a be& col- and its strength 
is controlled by the strength of the plate. Since stresses inthe 
plate depend on the lateral loading, the strength of the whole 
panel also depends on the magnitude of the lateral loading. 
b) The axial plate strength is not affected by the 
lateral loading. 
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  
1.1 GENERAL 
Plat. panels with loagihrdiml rtiffonorm are ofton 
used in tho coarenrctim of deck and bottom pl8ting of ships 
(Fig. la). Th. most severe typa of loading on a bottom panel 
occurs when it ir ~bjoctod to the combined action of uniformly 
distributed hydrostatic lateral loading and ui.1 co~aprersiaa 
due to hogging, soe Fig. lb. Tho behavior of tho panels under 
these loads involver tho problem of stability. There are s o ~ a  
experhmtal data and method. of w l y r i r  available concerning 
the atability of stiffened plate p8nelr. (1) (2) (3) (4) They a m ,  
however, either limited to tho elastic range or to the cases 
in which only axial cwpromsion is applied. No experimental 
data or wthod of 8n81yrLs s m r  to ba available for the 
inelastic range when both axial cwprarsion and lateral loading 
are present. It ir to be noted, however, that the diownmions 
of a ship bottom panel, dosigned according to the qirical 
ruler presently Fn practical we, are such that the panel will 
usually fail bscaure of Fnstabilfty in the inelastic range. 
T h w  the knowledge of inelartic stability of stiffened panels 
becomes a matter of utmmt bporturce if the purela are to be 
designed efficiently. 
This report describes a research project on the inelastic 
stability of longitudinally stiffened plate panels under lateral 
and axial loading (ship bottom plating), a project which is being 
conducted under tha sponsorship of the Wparament of the Navy at 
RLtz Engineering Laboratory, Lehigh University. 'Rm overall 
objectives of this project are to: a) study experiaaatally the 
capacity of longitudinally stiffened panels with special ampinsis 
on the effect of lateral pressure; b) develop an uulytical 
method for the calculation of tha strength of such panel., and; 
c) suggest appropriate modifications of design rules if found 
necessary. 
In order that the objectives of this project m y  be 
successfully attained, the project is subdivided into the 
following consecutive phases. 
1) Pilot Tests - Investigation of the effect of lateral 
pressure on scale models of ship bottom plating and 
development of the test setup. 
2) Main Tests - Investigation of residual stresses and 
the proper proportions of ship bottom panels such 
that the capacity of the panels can be fully developed. 
3) Evaluation of Test Results. 
4) Theoretical Investigation - Development of a 
suitable method of practical analysis. 
This report cwers only the first phase - the pilot tests, 
and it is limited to a description of the test setup and specimens 
and to a presentation of the test remlts. The actual test read- 
ings are compiled in a supplanentary volune, m i t ~  Engineering 
Laboratory Report No. 2 4 8 . U  which is available on request. The 
analysis of the pilot test results will be included in the third 
phase and will be presentad together with the results of the 
main tests in a future report. 
1.2 PARAHETERS 
The behavior of a longitudinally stiffened plate sub- 
jected to the combined action of lateral loading and axial compression 
depends on the following parameters. 
1. Properties of material. 
2. Intensity of lateral loading (q) 
3. Ratio of subpanel width, b, to plate thickness, t, 
(plate slenderness, b/t) @ is also equal to the 
spacing of tee stiffeners.) 
4. Degreead rotational restraint provided by the longi- 
tudinal stiffeners. 
5. Aspect ratio of plate subpanels ( 4/b). 
6. Slenderness ratio (d/r). 
7. Relative size of stiffeners (~,~/bt). 
8. Ratio of panel length to panel width (P/B). 
9. Wgree of restraint along the edges of a panel. 
(In ships, restraint is provided by longitudinal 
bulkheads or girders and by transverse frames.) 
10. Magnituda and distribution of residual atresees. 
It can be noted that the above lilted puawters fall 
roughly into three groups, except for paramator 10 (reaidual 
stresses) which belongs to a11 three: parawters which are 
independent of the gewetry of the pure18 - material and 
magnitude of the lateral loading (1 and 2); puawters that 
influence the behavior of the plate between the stiffeners 
(3, 4, and 5); and finally those that control capacity of 
a stiffened panel as a unit (6 to 9). 
1.3 PILOT TEST PROGRAM 
A pilot test program must necesurily tm llmited to 
an investigation of the influence of one or two major parameters. 
this particular program, attention was givm to the effect 
of lateral loading and spacing of longitudinal stiffeners on 
the strength of panels (parameters 2 and 3). Other parameters 
were kept constant as much as practicable. All parameters in 
these tests were fixed in accordance with the current design 
practice of the Bureau of Ships. The program consisted of testing 
five specimens, four of which were identical. The variable 
parameter in these four specimens was the lateral pressure: zero, 
6.5 psi and 13.0 psi. These pressures correspond to 0, 15 and 
30 feet of water head, raspectively. (Two specimens were tested 
under equal pressure, 6.5 psi.) All four specimens had a plate 
slenderness ratio b/t - 60. The fifth specimen had a somewhat 
different cross section; its plate slenderness was equal to 41, 
and it had a *lightly lower l/r ratio of 51 as compared with 54 
for the first four specimens. This specimen was tested under 
6.5 psi lateral pressure; and in combination with two other 
specimens that were tested under this pressure, it formed a group 
in which the b/t ratio was the variable parameter: b/t - 41 and 
60. The individual data and the ultimate axial loads for the 
five specimens are listed in Table 1. The detailed description 
of the specimens follows in the next section. The combined loading 
condition was achieved by uaing a Universal testing machine for 
axial loading and a compressed air system for application of 
uniform lateral loading. 
2. T E S T  S P E C I M E N S  
2.1 DESIGN OF TEST SPECIFENS 
Test specimens used in the first four tests were designed 
in accordance with the following criteria: 
1. Material: SpeckDms were to be made of A-7 steel. 
The material should have properties ar uniform as 
possible. 
2. Plate thickness: t - 1/4 in. This was considered the 
minimum acceptable because the stiffeners were to be 
welded to the plate and a thinner plate would distort 
excessivaly. 
3. Dimension ratios: Slenderness ratio - [/ r - 54, 
with the radius of gyration, r, based on a full cross 
section and I!!, the effective length. 
Ratio of rubpanel width to plate thickness (plate 
slenderness) - b/t - 60. Ratio of depth to web 
thickness of stiffeners - d/w - 30. These ratios 
were specified in accordance with present practice. 
4. Number of rubpanels and conditions of end restraint: 
Each specimen should h8ve three subpanels and should 
simulate a pin-ended col- with no rupport on the 
sides. It was considered that ouch a specimen would 
best simulate the actual behavior of ship bottam panels. 
5. Lateral loading: The maxLmum lateral loading to be 
applied should be 13.0 psi which is equivalent to 30 
feet water head. The spcban should not fail due to 
bending un&r the lateral loading alone. 
The nominal dimensions of rpeclwns T-1 through T-4, ar 
designed, are shown in Fig. 2. A tee shape war uaed for the 
stiffenerr, since it is the comwnrly used shape in practica. 
The width of the overhanging portions of the plate war limited 
to three incher in order to avoid local instability. 
The change in section propertier for specimen T-5 was 
accomplirhed by welding additional stiffening plate strips to 
a panel identical to T-1 through T-4. This resulted in a 
reduction of b/t from 60 to 41 and an increase of the rotational 
restraint furnished by the stiffener to the plate. In Fig. 2 
these additional strips are shown by dotted lines in the crora 
sectional view. They are omitted in the p1.n view in ordar to 
avoid ambiguity. 
2.2 FABRICATION OF TEST SPEC-S 
Specimens T-1 through T-4 as we11 as T-5 were fabricated 
from the same material. (Additional rtiffening strips ware later 
welded to specimen T - 5 . )  All five plater were cut froa one piece. 
Tee stiffeners for all specimens were obtained from two lengths 
of junior beam, 6 B 8 . 5 ,  of the s m e  heat number. There junior 
beams were first split into tees, ST3B4.25, and then cut to the 
required lengths. Fig. 3 shows how the plate and the beams were 
cut for the specimans. All cutting operations m r e  made by either 
shearing or saving in order to avoid distortionm and changes in 
material propertiea which would occur if a cutting torch were 
used. Before welding the tee stiffeners to the plates, the 
plates were cold bent along the stiffener lines in order to c w -  
pensate for the warpage due to the walding procerr. The mount 
of cold pre- bending required was &tarmined through experiments 
conducted at the shop on small pieces of material. The walding 
sequence was such as to minimize longitudinal deformations due 
to welding. First, an intermittent weld w e  made, approximately 
2 in. at 6 in.. then the gaps were filled in. Sufficient time 
was allowed for cooling between the individual passes. Finally, 
the top and bottom ends of each specimen -re machined plane 
and parallel to "smooth finish". The side edges of rpacimene 
were given a "medium finish". 
The welding of additional stiffening strips for T-5 
followed the same procedure, that is, the plate was preybent 
at the weld line to compensate for warpage. The length of 
specimen T-5 was shortened 1/16 in. by machining in order to 
insure flatness of the top and bottom end surfaces after the 
additional welding operation. 
2.3 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SPECIMEN MATERIAL 
Brine11 Hardness Number was used as a basis for the 
selection of the plate and beam pieces with equal properties 
from the available stock - the mill reports h a w  prwen rather 
unreliable for this purpose because pieces of material originated 
from different sources and probably different techniques were 
used to determine material properties. The actual mechanical 
properties of the material (steel A-7) were obtained by con- 
ducting 15 tensile coupon tests. Coupons were made from 
resemed pieces of plates and tee stiffeners. In Fig. 3 these 
pieces are marked with the letter R. The coupons for stiffeners 
were taken from the flange and the web since the material 
properties of these two parts are often different, the web 
having a higher strength than the flange. The dimensions of 
coupons were specified according to ASTn Standards (Designation 
E8-54T). Gage length of 4 in. was used, and the width of the 
reduced section was 314 in. The tensile coupon tests were con- 
ducted on a Tinius Olsen Testing Machine of 120,000 lb. capacity. 
In each test, an extensweter (Tinius Olsen Type S-1) war first 
attached to the coupon and a load-strain curve was automatically 
plotted until the strain hardening curve was well established. 
Then the extensometer was removed and the strain readingr were 
taken using a pair of dividers and a ruler with one hundredth 
inch divisions. Average strain rate used rcas 0.02 in./min. 
before yielding and 0.36 in./min. after yielding. 
The yield property of the material was defined by the 
static yield stress level, that is, the yield strers for 8 zero 
strain rate. Thfe could be very easily determined on the machine 
used. Fig. 4, a typical stress-strain diagram (Coupon PC-7), 
shows the static yield stress level as the level of the notches 
in the portion of yielding. It is noteworthy that while the 
yield stress level ie not quite constant due to slight etrain 
rate variations, the static yield stress level mcasured at two 
different strains gives exactly the same value. The material 
exhibited the high degree of ductility typical of A-7 steel as 
can be seen in the representative stress-strain diagram of Fig. 
4 or in Column 7 of Table 2 which shows the strain-hardening 
strain to be on the average about 2% ( tat - 0.02). Results 
of all coupon tests are given in Table 2. The static yield 
stress levels of the most important portions of the specimen, 
plate and stiffener flange show a remarkable uniformity, as 
24E.4 -11 
shown in Column 3 of the table. The average value isv - 38.6 
'Y 
kei with a maximum deviation of 6%. The static yield stress 
level of the stiffener web (average dy = 46.4 ksi) is conai&rably 
higher than that of theflange but its influence on the strength 
of the panel is of very minor importance, and thus the section 
may be treated as if it were made of matetials with the name 
static yield stress level of 38.6 ksi. For an malysis of the 
plate alone the average Gy of the plate, 39.7 ksi is to be 
a s r d .  
2.4 ACTUAL DIMENSIONS OF TEST SPECIMENS 
For a conclusive analysis of the panel behavior, it is 
mandatory to know, besides the material properties, the exact 
dimensions of the panel. For this purpose, every specimen 
after fabrication was very thoroughly measured by means of 
micrometers and steel rulers. 
Table 3 gives a compilation of the dimansions of teat 
specimens obtained in thia way. The width and length of each 
plate appearing in the table represent averages of measure- 
ments along two opposite edgeo. The thickness of each plate 
was measured at sixteen points around the edges of the plate. 
Stiffener dimenoions listed were average valuer for four 
stiffeners. Measurements were taken at both ends of each 
stiffener. Thickness measurements for stiffeners ware alro 
made at the mid-sections since this is the most stressed section. 
Table 4 gives the spacing and the initial tilting of 
the stiffeners. The respective dimensionr mearted are rhonr 
in the accompanying sketch . 
Table 5 shows the relative initial unfairnesr of plater 
along various sections. A six foot straight edge 1-1/2in. wL& 
was attached perpendicular to the plate surface (back face) 
along the section of interest. Since the surface was usually 
not perfectly flat, there were only two points of contact 
between the straight edge and the plate surface. The top edge 
of the straight edge served as a datum, and the distance between 
the top edge and the plate surface was measured at various points 
using a depth micrometer. The differences in depth micrometer 
readings gave the relative deformation of the plate surface 
along the section. In Table 5 these relative deformations are 
listed after reducing them to the baseline which goam through 
the points at the edges of the specimen. The .ccomp.nping 
sketch shows the points and sections at which measurements 
were made. The deformations nerve, then, as a measure of the 
relative initial unfairness of the plate. 
The general conclurionr from the analyrir of the 
esults of the mearurementr are: the baric dimenrionr, thick- 
ness and epacingr correspond very clorely to the nominal design 
dlmensionr, and discrepancies are found only in the deviations 
of the thicknerrer from the catalogue valuer. Almort exclurively, 
all actual dimenrionr ware slightly greater than the specified 
by about 0.01 incher. Unfairnear of the plate war also rearonably 
small - the largert deviation of about 0.1 in. war in specimen 
T-5,  and it war primarily due to tne welding of the additional 
stiffener rtripr; rpecimenr T-1 to T-4 had a maximum unfairners 
of about 0.05 incher. 
3 . T E S T  S E T U P  A N D  I N S T R U M E N T A T I O N  
3.1 TEST SETUP - REQUIREMENTS AND GENERAL ANWRXFEm 
The design of the test setup war guided by the  following 
principal requirefnentr: 
- The setup rhould provide pin-ended conditions f o r  
the specimens . 
- The setup should be capable of applying, simulturemsly, 
a maximum lateral loading of 13.0 p s i  and an axial 
force which could go a r  high as 1,000,000 lb.  
- Under the applied l a t e r a l  loading the system should be 
i n  a state of self-equilibrium so t h a t  no additional 
lateral support would be required. 
- Sufficient  clearance should be provided t o  insure f r e e  
deformation of the apecimen under the  act ion of applied 
loads. 
A short  explanation of the principal parts and arrange- 
ment of the setup follows i n  this section; the detai led descrip- 
t ion  of the individual components is given i n  the later sections 
of t h i s  chapter. 
A 8  mentioned i n  Chapter 1, the ax i a l  load was applied 
t o  the specimen by mans  of a tes t ing  machine. A 5,000,000 lb. 
~aldwin-Southwark Universal testing machine was ured for thi8 
purpose. For the application of the uniform lateral loading, 
special equipment employing compressed air was devised. 
A wh.mcltic presentation of the loading system and the 
names of the individual components are given in Pig. 5. The 
axial load is transmitted from the testing machine to the 
specimen through end fixtures. The specimen is bolted to the 
top and bottom end blocks which are part of the end fixtures. 
The uniform lateral loading is applied to the specimen by mans 
of a pressure box which is connected to the end blocks with 
four links at the corners and which stands on the machine 
pedestal on four adjustable vertical supports. The presmre 
box consists of four sides made of channelr and a ramovable 
wooden back wall. With the specimen as a front -11, the 
preeeure box forms a complete enclomre. Lateral pressure is 
exerted on the back side of the specimen by cawpressed air 
contained in a rubber inner call, which acts in the same manner 
as an inner tube in an autamobile wheel, by forming an imper- 
meable lining inside the pressure box enclosure. The pressure 
is regulated manually throrgh an arrmgement of a mercury 
manometer and two valves. 
The general arraqernent of the test retup and instrumen- 
tation is shown in Pig. 6. In the center is the test speimen 
standing upright between the pedestal and the Mchina crorr 
head. The specimen, which is colored white, is somawhat 
obscured by the dark dial gaga frame that is attached to the 
pedestal in front of the rpacimen. To the left is the com- 
pressed air bottle and a stand on small wheals which mapports 
the pressure control system. The black rubber hose leading 
from the top of the stand to the back of the specimen supplies 
compreesed air to the presmara box. On the right ride, the 
electric strain gaga reading instruwnts are grouped. There 
consist of the uutaa~tic strain reader "digitizer" and two 
conventional strain indicators with switch boxes. During the 
actual tasting, the strain gaga reading instruments were arranged 
for convenience m d  ufaty behind the right col\lmr of the testing 
machine. 
Additional views of the spacFman test assembly on top 
of the movable machine pedestal (the pedestal can be jacked 
up and rolled on the floor) can be seen in Figs. 7, 8 and 9; 
they give front, side and back view of the assembly, 
respectively . 
3.2 EM) FIXTURES 
In or&r to rimlate pin-ended conditions for the 
specimen, two sets of end fixtures each composed of an and 
block, a cyl indr ica l  bearing bar and a platen ware used. These 
elements a r e  shown separately i n  the exploded view i n  Pig. LO. 
The end f ix tu res  i n  i ts  assembled form can be seen i n  Figs. 5 
and 14. The pin-ended condition is achieved by the r o l l i n g d  
the c i r cu l a r  surface of the  cyl indr ica l  bearing bar on the f la t  
surface of the platen thua f a c i l i t a t i n g  free rota t ion  of th. 
specimen end. 
To a t t ach  the specimen t o  the  end block s ~ r a l  at-1 
s t r i p s  were f i r s t  welded t o  the specimen, whPa i t  u s  staading 
aligned on the end block,and then these steel s t r i p s  were 
bolted t o  the end block. Pieces of thick paper ware inser ted 
between the  s t e e l  s t r i p e  and the end block before welding and 
were removed a f t e r  welding leaving a very narrow gap In between. 
Thus, when a l l  the  steel s t r i p s  were bolted t o  the end block, 
the only bearing area was the area of contact between the 
specimen and the end block. This arrangement assured r proper 
transmission of concentric axial load from the  end block t o  
the specimen with a min- of undesirable local  disturbances. 
The cyl indr ica l  bearing bar was aligned with the end 
block and the platen by means of four 3/16 inch diameter 
p in t l e s ,  the ends of which projected i n to  hole. i n  the  end 
block and i n  the  platen. See Pig.. 10 and 14. 
The center of the circular  bearing surface of the 
cylindrical bearing bar was made coincident with the center of 
the link pin which was a t  the mid-height of the end block. The 
center of gravity of the specimen a180 passed through th i s  point. 
With such an arrangement, the l ine  of action of tha axial force 
would always go through the ume fixad point, that is, the center 
of the link pin. This fixad point was then the location of the 
theoretical "pin" and the required "pin-ended'1 condition -8 
properly simulated. It is for th i s  same reason that the effective 
length of the specimen was the distance between the mid-helghts 
of the top and bottam end block# as shown by dimension C i n  
Fig. 2. The contact surfaces of the platen and the cylindrical 
bearing b a r  were heat treated t o  have high yield points (about 
250,000 psi)  so that the applied axial  load would be transmitted 
by the l ine  of contact without causing yielding of the material. 
The platens extended the f u l l  widths (72 in.)  of the testing 
machine cross head and pedestal. The top platen, then, could 
be easily clamped to  the cross head, and i f  need bs, both platens 
could also accommadate wider spc-8. 
3 . 3  LATERAL LOADIffi SYSTEM 
A s  mentioned ear l ie r ,  l a t e ra l  loading was applied by 
means of a compressed air  system. Actually, the application 
of la te ra l  loading could have bean achieved by means of a 
hydraulic pressure system (oi l  or water) or  by means of hydraulic 
jacks with rubber cushions. The formar syrtaa, however, would 
require that  i n  order t o  avoid variation i n  the pressure head, 
the specimen be placed horizontally with the ronrlting incon- 
venience i n  applying axial Load, while the latter ayrtem could 
produce only "approximately ~n i fo rm '~  loading. With the coaprarwd 
a i r  loading system, both of there diudvantages were avoidad. 
The la te ra l  loading system used is  shown schamatically 
i n  Fig. 5. It consiatad of the following three principal parts: 
a )  The source of compressed a i r  - a coapraswd air 
bottle. In Fig. 6 it stands on the l e f t  against the testing 
machine column. 
b) The controlling device - an accunulator with valves 
and a mercury manometer. In  Fig. 6 they are shown on the l e f t  
attached t o  a stand on ma11 wheals. 
c )  The loading application device - a presmre box 
with an inner c e l l  in it. 
The principle of o p r a t i m  of the lmding system can 
bast ba understood i f  one follow8 the path Won by the com- 
pressed air. See Fig. 5. Ram the compressed air bot t le  the 
air goes through an automatic control gage (sat roughly at 15 
to 20 psi) into the accumulator. The automatic control gage 
can be seen on top of the compressed air bottle in Fig. 6. 
Then, from the accumulator via a control valve tha air enters 
the inner cell which i r  inside the pre8sure box. Th. air prernrre 
is accurately measured on a mercury wnomater and is mu~rylly 
regulated by man6 of the control valve and a relief valve. 
The pressure box forms a closed compartment with the test rpocben 
as a front wall. When the air is introduced, the h e r  cell 
inflates to occupy the full space inside the presoure box. As 
the pressure is built up, a uniform loading is exerted against 
the back side of the test spaciman. 
The accumulator, as described here, is a steat box 
approximately 2.5 ft. x 2 ft. x 1 ft. mado of 1/16 inch plate. 
It serves as a reservoir of air with a conatant pras.ura 
intensity considerably lower than that in tha air bottle (20 
versus 2000 psi). Fine adjucltmant of the air prasnue is made 
easier in this arrangement. 
The construction of the presmua box is illustrated 
by the exploded view in Pig. 10. Also 8ee Figs. 5, 7, 8 and 
9. Two 12 in. channels and two 9 in. channels are connected 
to form a rectangular frMa which con8tltute8 the four side8 
of the pressure box. A back wall b u i l t  of 2 in .  (dressed) 
wooden boards and 7 in.  tee  s t i f feners  is bolted t o  t h i r  frame 
as shown i n  Fig. 8. The pressure. box stands on four adjurtabla 
supports, see Figs. 5 and 13, which were ma& by welding four 
1 in .  diameter 1-114 in .  long threaded studs t o  the bottan en& 
of the s ide  channels. Hexagonal nuts of the corrarponding rite, 
screwed on each of the studs part-way, served t o  ad jur t  the 
height of the supports. To eliminate sh i f t i ng  of the p ra rnuo  
box when a nut was turned fo r  height adjustment, a th in  brars  
p la te  anchored i n  the studs had been placed between the nuts 
and the pedestal surface. The s ide  channels of the prersura 
box were designed t o  have very small deflections (lam8 than 
1/32 in.)  under in ternal  pressure. Four a r t i cu la ted  l inks ,  one 
a t  each corner, see Figs. 5, 8, and 10, were used fo r  the con- 
nection betvreen the pressure box and the speciwn. Their putpore 
was: a )  t o  transmit a l l  horizontal reaction forces due t o  
l a t e r a l  loading from the specimen t o  the pressure box, thus 
eetablishing a system of equilibrium i n  the  horizontal direction; 
b)  t o  allow f ree  ro ta t ion  and f ree  ve r t i ca l  movement of the ends 
of the t e s t  specimen. 
The width of the rectangular frame warn made adjustable 
by means of specially arranged bo l t s  which connectad tha a id s  
channels to the end channels. This made it posrible for the 
frame to accommodate small variations in the width of s p e c m s  
and satisfy clearance requirements. 
Clearance (maximum 1/16 in.) w s  provided batmen the 
vertical specimen edges and the rectangular frame of the pressure 
box. The amount of clearance was adequate in the sense that the 
clearance was big enough to allow free deformation of the rpacimen 
and small enough to facilitate an easy method, as described later, 
of preventing the inner cell from squeezing out. 
The inner cell used in the application of lateral loadlng 
was a weather balloon made of a very resilient plastic. As 
mentioned previously, the balloon is confined to a closed com- 
partment. This closed compartment should ba reasonably mooth 
and without any sharp corners to prevent local rtratching end 
subsequent bursting of the balloon. All the bolt heads, as 
well as all the steel strips inside the pressure box enclosure, 
were streamlined with plaster of Paris. Rubber strips, about 
2 in. width, were attached to the rectangular frame along the 
edges of the specimen using two-faced adhesive tape. These 
strips covered the clearance gaps as -11 a8 tha st001 Strips 
already smoothed with plaster of Paris. Since the rubber strips 
were attached to the rectangular frame only, the free w\nawat 
of the specimen w a s  not affected by their presence. The atrain 
gages and wiring on the inside aurface of the apecilwn m e  cwered 
with a sheet of th in  p las t i c ,  and piece@ of rubber weire urad t o  
cover the bundle of otrain-gage la& 8t the bottom of the preaatre 
box. The nipple of the balloon was attached t o  the back w a l l  a t  
the upper r ight  corner as shown i n  Fig. 9 .nd at f i r o t  the balloon 
was made t o  hang down from t h i s  point. However, i t  #a found 
l a t e r  tha t  spreading, due t o  presmre of the balloon from thia  
position in to  f a r  corners would introthce excearive local  atretch- 
ing. In f a c t ,  during the f i r s t  t r ial  the balloon burr t  bec8uae 
t h i s  arrangement was used. Advantage w a s  taken of th ia  incident,  
however, by putting 3 /4  i n .  diameter wooden dowela (broom h a d l e s )  
inside the  balloon through the burst hole. There dowels were 
assembled inside t o  form a box frame s l igh t ly  anuller i n  s ize  
than the inside dimensions of the pressure box. The burst hole 
was then successfully patched using e lec t r ic ian 's  tape. The 
wooden frame spread the balloon t o  its approximate f i n a l  pooition 
and the danger of an excessive local  atretching wl.6 thus e l imhated.  
3.4  BRACING 
Horizontal bracing was made of two 4 in .  channel@ 8nd 
was provided t o  safeguard against axceaaive deflection of the 
specimen during tes t ing and also t o  mpport the r ide channel@ 
of the presmre box. The horizontal bracing clunnelr m e  
connected t o  the prermre box by means of angler, a8 indicated 
i n  Figs. 5 and 8. These front  channels, together with four 
small channels welded on the r ide  chanelr and two tee r t i f f eno r r  
on the back wall, formed two clored ringd which gave r i g i d i t y  
and strength t o  the whole preamre box arsembly. 
Two 2-1/2 in.  angler were ured a8 end bracing. 'They 
were connected t o  the top end block of the rpecinwn and t o  the 
machine pedestal by mans of special  brackets, as can be seen 
i n  Fig. 8. Thir bracing gave temporary l a t e r a l  support t o  the 
specimen &ring assambling and during application of l a t e r a l  
loading. In  order that there would be no danger of the top of 
the specimen shi f t ing  and thur upsetting vertical a l ignrant ,  
the angles were loosened only a f t e r  an d l  force o f a  t o  50 
kips had been applied. 
3.5 I N S T R ~ A T I O N  
Both d i a l  gages and s t r a in  gages ware used i n  the tests. 
3.5.1 D i a l  Gages 
The location of points a t  which d i a l  gage readings were 
made i n  shown i n  Fig. 11. The dial g q e r  ware ured t o  warwe: 
1)  b t e r a l  deflections of the specin#n a t  a number of 
points 80 a s  t o  cover, more or l ess ,  the whole area of the 
specimen. (Gages 1 through 21 and a l l  C- and E-gages; C - 
corner, E - end). 
2) Rotation of the specimen at the ends (S-gages; 
S - slope). 
3) Changes i n  the distance batmen the ends of the 
specimen, longitudinal deflection (L-gages; L - length). 
All d ia l  gages used fo r  l a t e r a l  deflection ousurements 
were mounted on the d i a l  gage frame as shown i n  Pig.  7. The 
d i a l  gage frame i t s e l f  war firmly attached t o  the pedestal of 
the tes t ing machine. Holes 1/16 in.  i n  diameter and 118 in. 
i n  depth were d r i l l ed  and tapped on the f ront  face of the 
specimen at  points where l a t e r a l  deflectionr were t o  be measured. 
Small screw8 were f i t t e d  in to  these holes. Thin black wire 
~ 0 ~ e c t e d  the heads of the screws and the t i p s  of the d i a l  
gage stems. In t h i s  way, l a t e r a l  movement of the specimen 
w a s  transmitted t o  the d i a l  gages, since the distance between 
the wire ends did not change. 
It was of in teres t  to  nmarure the rota t ion of the 
specimen ends during testing; S-gages ware used fo r  t h i s  purpose. 
The arrangement for  the S- gages c&n be reen i n  Pig. 14 and 
the i r  location is shown i n  Fig. 11. A t  awry p o h t ,  a h.lf 
inch diameter s t e e l  bar war screwed in to  the end block and 
ver t i ca l  movement of the outstanding and of t h i s  bar ms 
measured by a d i a l  gage. D i a l  gage r e a d a s  divided by the 
distance from the bar end t o  the center of rotat ion gave the 
angle of rotat ion.  The effec t  of the e l a s t i c  deformation of 
the end f ix tures  on the d i a l  gage readings war neglected. % 
d i a l  gages were supported by waightr, a t  the bottom end of the 
specimen, S-2 and S-4, as i n  Fig. 14, or held t o  the machine 
cross head by magnets a t  the upper end of the specimen, 5-1 
and S-3. 
Changes i n  the distance batween tho ends of the specimen 
were measured with two L- gages (L-1 and L-2) located a# rhom 
i n  Fig. 11, on both sides of the spechen assembly. This gave 
us the longitudinal deflection of the specimen. Actually, the 
variat ion of the distance fram the machine cross head t o  the 
pedestal was measured, but t h i s  introduced 8 very -11 
inaccuracy since the deformation of tha and f ix tures  compared 
with that  of the specimen was of a negligible mgnituda. Tha 
distance for  the L-gages was bridged with th in  black wire, 
similarlyas -8 done for l a t e r a l  gages. The uppar ends of 
the wires were attached t o  the cross head by means of magnets, 
and the lower ends to the dial gages which, connected to 
weights, were standing on the pedestal. 
All dial gages were dial gages with on0 thoumndth 
inch divisions and a stroke of one inch. 
3.5.2 Strain Gages 
A l l  strain gages were electric resistance SR-4 type 
A - 1  linear gages. The location of the gager oa the rpechen 
is shown in Fig. 12. The first specimen, T-1, had the amst 
elaborate gage pattern,however, the results proved that there 
was no need for so many gagee and the number uaa consequently 
reduced in the later tests. Table 6 lists which gager ware 
used on which test specimen. The strain readings ware amde 
on two conventional strain indicators with switch boxer and 
on an automatic lldigitizer" (Strain Gage Digitizer mdel 329 
by Franklin Electronic Company .), see Fig. 6. Tha lldigltizer'l, 
serving fifty gages and operated by only two m, autmtically 
balanced each gage and typed the strain raadingr, on a tape. 
A set of readings of fifty gages on the "digitizer" took as 
much time as a set of twenty reading6 on a conventional strain 
indicator operated by two men. The accuracy of the "digitizer" 
readings was checked by reading some gwer also on an indicator 
and proved to be within the acceptable range. 
4. T E S T  P R O C E D U R E  
4.1 ASSEMBLING OF TEST SETUP 
  he assembling of the test setup involved the following 
steps: 
1. Measurement of the specimen and its initial deforma- 
tion. See Section 2 .4 .  
2. Connection of the end blocks to the upecimen. This 
consisted of welding steel strips to the specimen and bolting 
them to the end blocks as outlined in Section 3.2.  
3. Setting up the specimen on the pedestal. The support 
was provided by the end bracing. See Section 3 .4 .  
4. Cementing and wiring all SR-4 strain gages. 
5. White washing the specimen. Both front and back 
faces of each epecimen were white washed with hydrated lime. 
Flaking of the white wash during testing indicated the progres- 
sion of yielding. 
6. Vertical alignment of the specimen. Vertical align- 
ment was accompliehed by shifting the end bracing angles, in 
the elongated boltholes at the pedestal bracket, such that the 
line connecting the centers of the top and bottom link pins 
was plumb. Both the left and right sides of the speci.m@ns were 
aligned so that after completion the centers of all four link 
pins were in the same vertical plane, forcing the specimen 
itself into a vertical plane. 
7. Connection of the pressure box frame to the speciman 
by slipping the links over the link pins of the end block and 
of the aide channels. The vertical supports were then adjusted 
so that the links carried no load; all clearances were checked, 
and the horizontal front bracing channels were connected. 
8. Erection of the dial gage frame and connection of 
the wires between the dial gages and the speciwn. 
9. Installing the inner cell (balloon) into the 
pressure box, closing the back wall and connecting all parts 
of the pressure system. 
10. Checking vertical alignment because some disturbance8 
could have occurred during steps 7, 8, and 9. 
11. Checking proper functioning of the presrure systm 
by applying pressure of the full intensity to be used in the 
test. Since lateral loading produced only elastic deformations 
all deformations were completely recoverable. This rtep was 
also used to check the operation of the instrumentation and 
the free rotation of the specimen in the end fixtures. 
12. Rolling of the pedestal with the whole rpecimm 
assembly to the position under the testing machine head. 
13. Alignment of the testing machine head for the 
application of a concentric axial load. The testing machine 
cross head was tilted by turning cylindrical wedges till the 
strain readings for a pair of strain gages on the plate and 
stiffener at the left side of the specimen essentially equaled 
those at the right side. Applied in increments of 25 kip8 
the maximum load used for this purpose was 100 kipr. After 
this alignment, step 13, the specimen and the equipment were 
ready for testing. 
With the setup used, no alignment in the direction 
perpendicular to the plate surface (weak direction) war 
possible. Accidental eccentricity produced mammts in addition 
to the moments resulting from lateral loading. 
4.2 TEST PROCEDURE 
A description of the loading sequence and other 
pertinent operations is given in this eection. 
At first, lateral loading was applied to the rpecimen. 
The pressure intensity was increased from zero to the mudmum 
intensity using increments of four inches mercury head 
(equivalent to 1.965 psi) or less. The specified maximum 
intensity (6.5 or 13.0 psi) was then maintained throughout 
the test. 
After the maximum lateral loading had been reached, 
the machine head was lowered until it made contact wLth the 
top platen. The top platen was then clampad to the machine 
head. The installation of two end rotation gage8 at the top 
(s-1 and S-2) as well as of the longitudinala~ges (L-1 and 
L-2) was carried out at this stage. Then an initial ui.1 
force of 20 to 50 kips was applied and the end bracing angles 
were loosened. The axial load was then increased in 25 to 
100 kip steps. Smaller load increments of 5 to 10 kip8 ware 
used when the axial load was approaching its ultfmate value. 
After reaching the ultimate load a sufficient nlll~ber of read- 
i n g ~  were taken to define the nature of the post-ultimate 
behavior. One or two cycles of unloading and reloading were 
also carried out. The amount of axial deformation was uru.11~ 
limited by the clearances provided for the free rotation of 
the end blocks. Then the specimen was unloaded 8xhllp; at 
the load of about 50 kips the clamps ware removed fraa the 
top platen, the end bracing angles re-tightened and the top 
S-gages and the ~-gages disconnected. The machine croms head 
was then ra ised ,  and the lateral loading reduced i n  8 ~ r a L  
steps t o  zero or  2 ps i .  
The abwe described procedure war foll- fo r  a l l  
specimens subjected t o  the combined action of lateral .nd 
ax ia l  loading. I n  the case of specimen T-1, no lateral load- 
ing was applied and the t e s t  procedure #a correrpondingly 
simplified. 
Readings of a l l  gages were taken at each load incr-t 
and, loading versus deflection curve8 were continuourly 
plotted f o r  the longitudinal deflection (average of the r u d -  
ings of gages L-1 and L-2) and the l a te ra l  deflectioar of 
a s t i f f ene r  and the  p la te  a t  the mid-height of the rpecimen 
(readings of gages 8 and 11, s t i f fener  and plate ,  rerpec- 
t ively) .  These curves served a8 an i l l u a t r a t i ~  indicatiok 
of the specimen behavior. A t  each increment the load #a 
increased s l i gh t ly  above the desired value m d  then #a 
allowed t o  s t a b i l i z e  i t s e l f i n  order t o  haw a r t a t i c  l a d  
reading, t h a t  is, at a zero s t ra in  rate. This operation #8 
very quick i n  the e l a s t i c  range but a f t e r  soma yieldiag it 
took about ten minutes or  more u n t i l  the load ~ O C . P ~  r u b l e  
and the d i a l  gages showed no detectable wvament. 
The progress of yielding as indicated by flaking of 
the white wash was observed and recorded. 
A group of eight persons was needed for each tart ,  
and the actual testing time for one complete tart  war, on the 
average, six hours. 
5. T E S T  R E S U L T S  
5.1 GENERAL 
  he major parameters and ultimate axial lmdr are 
listed for each specimen in Table 1. The mode of frilure 
of each specimen is also given in this table. The photo- 
graphs of the final yield pattern6 for the front and back 
faces of each specimen are shown in Figs. 15 to 24. The 
longitudinal deflection readings are given in Table 7; they 
are plotted versus non-dimensionalized axial load iu Pig. 25. 
The lateral deflection of stiffeners and plate is plotted 
versus axial load in Figs. 26 to 30. The axial rtrainr at 
the mid-height cross section are given in Pigs. 32 to 37 
and discussed in Section 5.4. 
The general behavior of specimenr ir presented in 
section 5.3. A description is given of the peculiaritiar 
in the behavior of the individual specimenr: appearance 
of the yield lines, mode of fatlura. The mjor point of 
the mode of failure, occurrance or non-occurrance of in- 
stability of the plate in ;he tmbpanelr, is illurtrated by 
means of the lateral deflection of four points on the plate 
and stiffeners. 
5.2 DEFORMATION OF SPECIMENS 
Deformation of a l l  specimens subjected t o  l a t e r a l  
loading showed cer ta in  common character i r t ic r ,  and it Fa 
the purpose of t h i s  section t o  dercriba them. The use t 
is made of the d i a l  gage readings only. The s t r a i n  gage 
readings are discussed i n  Section 5.4. 
Since, i n  most cases, the specimen deformad ryme t r i -  
ca l ly  except a t  the ultimate loading, only raadings of a 
small group of lateral deflection gager describing the 
typical  behavior a r e  necessary for  t h i s  qual i ta t ive  dircuasion. 
Readings of d i a l  gages 2,  5, 8, and 11 a re  plotted fo r  specimen 
T-1, T-3, T-4, and T-5. These four gage8 give points for  
half  of t he  specimen cross section a t  the mid-height. Since 
the buckling pat tern  of specimen T-2 was auch that there 
was no pronounced l a t e r a l  movement a t  the mid-height, gagor 
3, 6, 9 ,  and 12 a r e  used. They a re  located at the lower 
quarter point and give reading8 fo r  a half  cros8 roction 
there.  
The readings of the above mentioned g-er are plotted 
f o r  a l l  specimens i n  ~ i g s .  26 t o  30. The diacusrion, howvar, 
i s  given only of specimenr T-3 and T-5. Spc-n T-3 tsi-. 
f i e 8  the qua l i t a t ive  behavior of rpcimanr d t h  the pla ta  
slenderness b/t - 60, and specimen T-5 for speciwn8 with 
b/t - 41. 
The curves for specimen T-3 are in fig. 28 and the 
location of the gages is shown In  the inset rketch. neglect- 
ing initial deformations, the specimen cross saction m y  ba 
considered perfectly straight before the application of loading. 
Taking this as the original condition, the lateral deflectionr 
of the dial gage points are given by the curve8 in Figj 28 
if we disregard corrections due to the horizontal mvemmt of 
the specimen ends (gages C). An inspection of the deflection 
curves shows that lateral deformation of the pure1 under the 
action of the lateral loading basically consisted of two part.: 
deflection of the stiffeners which in different for tha edge 
(gage 2) and the inside (gage 8) stiffeners due to different 
plate areas supported by them and deflection of the plate 
supported on the stiffeners. The combined effect is that a 
horizontal strip of the specimen behaves under the lateral 
loading analogously to a continuous beam mpported at the 
location of the stiffeners which prwide deflectional and 
rotational elastic support. These combined deflections a m  
in the elastic range, and therefore, proportiorul to the load- 
ing. This ie verified by the fact that the deflection CUM. 
for the lateral loading are straight liner. 
Application of axial loading, in addition to lateral, 
produced no changes in the cross rection, and the panel de- 
flected as a beam column. This is indicated by the fmct that 
all deflection curves are parallel to each other. 
Deformed crosr sections for various stages of lmding 
are given in Fig. 28 in the sketch at the right. Rug a100 
illustrate the fact that the rhapa of the crors rection did 
not change during the application of urial load. In plotting 
these cross sections, the curvature of the plate war found 
from the readings of the horizontal rtrain m a r .  The curvlng 
of the deflection curve for the dial gage 11 after P - 350 
kips indicates the cotmencement of local instability of the 
plate subpanel. The cross section in the sketch is reen to 
change slightly. Then, at the ultimate load (P, - 400 kips) 
the cross section changes more rapidly and mddaly deforms 
completely, as seen from the divergence of the deflactioa 
curves and from the change of the configuration of the crorr 
section plotted for the load (P - 360 kips) at the 
specimen became stable after the ultimate 1-d. 
The longitudinal deformation war meamred only during 
the application of axial loading and is given in pig. 25 
for all specimens. The curve for specimen T-3 exhibits at 
the ultimate load a sharp peak which pofntr to a addan 
reduction of the panel capacity due to the lateral instability 
of the plate. 
The load versus lateral deflection curves and crosr 
sections for specimen T-5, as shown in Fig. 30, indicate 
that T-5 behaved, at first, similarly to T-3; lateral loading 
caused proportional lateral deflections and the cross s e c t i ~ l  
shape was maintained throughout the application of the -1 
loading. The relative deflection between the stiffeners and the 
plate was considerably smaller than in the other rpacimur u a 
result of a practically full rotational restraint, a greater 
stiffness of the elastic support furnished by the stiffeners, 
and a smaller subpanel width. The most notable chnracterirtic 
of specimen T-5 was that the cross section did not churge 
either at the ultitnate load or even for some range beyond. 
The plate became unstable and the cross section c-ed only 
after considerable yielding. This is clearly seen fraB the 
curves and cross sections in Fig. 30. 
In Fig. 25, the longitudinal deformation of rpaciaen 
T-5  exhibits a smooth curve typical of beam columns in rrhich 
no local instability occurs. This is explained in the 
description of the behavior of that specimen in Section 5.3. 
5.3 BEHAVIOR OF SPECIMENS DURING TEST 
since each specimen differed il; soma uay f r a  the 
others, the behavior of each specimen is discussed reparately. 
Specimen T-1 
This specimen was tested axially without lateral lad- 
ing. The panel essentially kept its straight confi-tion 
until the ultimate load was reached. d his can be rean from 
the curves in Fig. 26 which show lateral deflection of two 
stiffeners and of the plate at the mid-height (gages 2 and 8, 
5 and 11, respectively). The small lateral deflectionr are 
attributable to the eccentricity of the axial load which m s  
introduced by the unavoidable small initial imperfectioas 
of the specimen. There was, however, no differential deflac- 
tion between the stiffeners and the plate up to the ultimate 
load. Although some yield lines appeared m u  the vertical 
edges of the panels at the load P = 400 u p s  mm due 
to residual stresses), no further yield 1-0 had ban ob- 
served before the ultimate load was reached. At the ult-fa 
load, Pu = 532 kips, local plate instability occurred in 
the center subpanel, and was inmediately foil-d by the 
instability in the side subpanela. With the rapidly incr.r- 
ing deflections the axial load dropped. No reading8 -re 
taken at this time. ,Many yield lines, clearly defining 
the shape of the buckles, appeared at thir stage, ree the 
photographs in Figs. 15 and 16. The buckles are scwrwht 
off the mid-height, and the one in the center subpmhl is 
concave with respect to the stiffeners. This is a180 reen 
from the curves in Fig. 26; the deflection of the stiffener 
(gage 8) is larger than that of theplate (gage 11). ~t is 
unfortunate that no dial gages were connected where the 
maximum deflections occurred in the plate, but it ir imporrible 
to predict their exact location. Finally, the axial load 
became stable at 486 kips. It should be noted that, since 
no gage readings could be made at the ultimate load and 
immediately afterwards, the curves in the region of the 
ultimate load are given by dashed lines which are based on 
visual observations. Afterwards, two unloading - reloading 
cycles were conducted while the specimen m e  deforming more 
and more. The first of these cycles is shown in FQ. 26- 
The unloading and reloading in these cycles are characterized 
by the elastic behavior of the specimen. after consider- 
able deformation was the specimen completel~ 
The axial load on t h i s  specimen was limited bp 
s t rength  of the  plate. The local inr tabi l i tg  
the center p l a t e  subpanel triggered the instabi l i ty  i n  tha 
side subpanela. Then, with the plate, "out of c-iwionl*, 
even i f  p a r t i a l l y ,  t he  cross section war not only w b l a  t o  
carry any higher load, but it was even unable t o  mrta in  tha 
previous load. This behavior is reflected i n  the rh.rp pa& 
of the load deflect ion curve for  T-1 i n  Fig. 25. Thus, the 
capacity of t h e  panel was limited by the local instabi l i ty  
of the p la te .  
Specimen T-2 
Specimen T-2 was subjected t o  the f u l l  intensity of 
l a t e r a l  loading (q = 6.5 ps i )  before the application of the 
axial  load. The l a t e r a l  deflection due to  the lateral  load- 
ing thus gave an i n i t i a l  eccentricity to  the axial load, 
and the lateral deflect ion increased further with an increase 
i n  the magnitude of the axia l  load. This trend i s  clearly 
shown by the  l a t e r a l  deflection versus load curves P&. 
27. The f i r s t  y i e ld  l i ne s  appeared near the free edges of 
the specimen a t  p 425 kips, but they were o b ~ i ~ ~ s l y  
to residual  s t resses .  ~t p - 450 kips, the r ight  m b ~ e l  
became unstable near the mid-height; this W a l l  indicated by 
the sudden appearance of yield linea, a reheion in th 
axial load and a rapid increase in the defletion. m, 
the ultimate load was equal to 450 kips but it could not k 
sustained. Fortunately, it war poaaible to take ut of 
readings just before the failure. The load dropped m d  tb.a 
became stable at 415 kips. Further atraining war accap.ai.d 
by reduction of the load. The diatinct buckles, outlined by 
the yield lines, appeared in the right rubpanel at P 400 Upr 
and in the left subpanel at P - 360 kips. Although the differ- 
ent subpanels apparently became unstable with soma tima lag,  
the final yield pattern was a eymmetrical one, a8 shoun in 
pigs. 17 and 18. The failure of the whole panel -8 .g.h 
attributed to the local plate instability. 
Specimen T-3 
The lateral loading applied in thia test -8 13.0 pri. 
There was considerable lateral deflection due to this lad- 
ing alone as indicated by the load va. later81 deflection 
curves in Fig. 28. The general behavior of the m S  
similar to that of the previous one v-2) 8nd it i8 a180 
described in Section 5.2. Only one or two ahort yield liner 
appeared before the ultimate load of 400 kip8 -8 ruched. 
~t this load, the left and right subpanels becclma unstable 
simultaneously near the mid-height. The canter ~bpanel ba- 
came unstable immediately thereafter. The load dropped and 
finally became stable at P - 360 kips. The yield pattern 
was again symmetrical (Figs. 19 and 20). As in the previou. 
specimens, the failure of the panel was triggered by the local 
instability of the subpanel plate. 
Specimen T-4 
T-4 was a duplicate of T-2. The only difference from 
T-2 was that some additional strain gages were applied near 
the center zone of the specimen to measure the strain distri- 
bution across the width of the subpanel, and four dial gages 
were attached at the corners of the specimen to determine the 
horizontal corner movements. It was found that there were 
Small movements of the corners, as shown in Fig. 29, by the 
curves at the extreme left but their cause is not quite clear. 
The general behavior of the specimen during the testing -8 
the same as that of T-2 and T-3 except that this time a11 
three plate subpanels became unstable at almost the same tima 
when the ultimate load pU - 475 kips was reached. At this 
moment the axial load started dropping and finally becam0 
stable at P - 416 kips. The difference between the ultimate 
load of 450 kips in T-2 and the ultimate load of 475 kip8 
in T-4 amounts to about 5.6% uring 450 kipr ar a bare and 
is caused by different accidental eccentricitier due to in- 
itial imperfections. The final yield pattern -8 again 
symetrical as shown in Figs. 21 and 22. 
Specimen T-5 
As mentioned previourly, thir rpacFwn had a different 
plate slenderness, b/t, from that of the other rpacfwnr QI. 
to the welding of additional plate rtripr (See Flg. 2), 
making the stiffener cross aection errantially box-rhped. 
The rotational restraint offered by thin type of rtiffener 
was considerably higher than the rertr.int offered by the 
tee stiffeners of the other rpecimenr. In f.9 each rub- 
panel became essentially a plate fixed along two vertical 
edges. 
The lateral loading applied to thir specimen was 6.5 
psi and it produced lateral deflection which -8 8maller 
than in other specimens for the same presrure. Since the 
specimen had a negative initial eccentricity (neeti- mean- 
ing convex on the plate side), the lateral loading reduced 
this initial eccentricity almost to zero and the da1b.d 
was pract ica l ly  concentric. Thir i a  evidenced bp the abrgnca 
of the l a t e r a l  deflection due t o  axhl  load until the load 
had reached about 300 kipr.  The load wrmr l a t e r a l  &flec- 
t ion  curves i n  Fig. 30 show t h i r  qui te  clearly.  A t  P - 300 
kips the p la te  s tar ted  yielding, the f i r r t  y ie ld  l i n e r  ap-r- 
ing horizontally across the l e f t  rubpanel around the 1-r 
quarter height. Other y ie ld  l iner  appearing with the increar- 
ing ax i a l  load showed that the yield tone, in general, r p r u d  
continuously from the middle toward the ends. fie rate of 
deflect ion smoothly increared with the increaring uL.1 load. 
This can be seen i n  Figs. 25 and 30 for  the longitudinal and 
l a t e r a l  deflections,  respectively. Thir continued u n t i l  the 
load-deflection curve leveled off ar the axial load reached 
i ts ul t imate value of 684 kips, The ultimate load -8 the 
maximum s tab le  load obtained. M t e r  t h i r ,  the uti.1 load 
gradually decreased with the deflection increaming further.  
When the load decreased t o  570 kips the buckler due t o  p la te  
i n s t a b i l i t y  s t a r t ed  appearing in a11 three ~ b p m e l 8  around 
mid-height. The outline of the buckler war clearly emtab- 
l ished a t  p - 534 kipr ,  see Figr. 23 8nd 24.  he d.for~.-  
t ion  of the specimen continued . ~ # ) ~ t h l y .  
Obviously, specimen T-5 b a b v e d  qui te  d i f f e r m t l y  
from the previous specimanr. I tr  camci ty  d8pmd.d on the 
strength of the panel as a beam column of an mmrying 
cross section; the plate did not become unstable in the 
other specimens - it actually experienced conai&r.ble 
yielding before and after the panel reached the ulthta . 
load, ~ h u s  the mode of failure of specimen ~d m a  of 
column instability. 
The yield lines in T-5, as a rule, extended at firrt 
across the mi.ddle portion of the subpanels leaving tree 
margins one to one and one-half inches wide at the atiffenera. 
See Figs. 2 3  and 2 4 .  Later, after considerable yielding of 
the plate, these margins also showed yield lines. This 
phenomenon can be explained by the presence of compressive 
residual stresses, uniformly distributed over the middle 
portion of the subpanels. 
5 . 4  AXLAL STRAINS 
The strain gage readings supplied the information 
concerning the variation of local strains at the gage points. 
AS mentioned in Section 5 . 2 ,  readings of horizontal strain 
gages were used to obtain the curvature of the plate for 
the plotting of the cross sections. A pair of typical load- 
horizontal strain curves, for the gages at. the midbight 
of specimen T-3,  are shown in Fig. 31, The ineat 
sketch shows their location and direction. The c u m r  con- 
firm the previous statement that the cross sectioh.1 
of the specimen was preserved during the application of th. 
axial load. The local bending of the plate r-rted at 
approximately 350 kips and after that, the plate experienced 
changes in curvature as indicated bp tb diwrg- 
ing curves. Similar load-strain curves can be plotted far 
all gages. A study of these load-strain curves may ravul 
some interesting facts about the behavior of the e p e c h ,  
however, such a detailed study is not intended in the present 
report. 
In the following paragraph axial strains are die- 
cussed for specimen T-3 as a representative of other epecim8ne. 
Figs. 34 and 35 show the distribution of axial strains 
in two horizontal cross sections of specimen T-3, one at the 
upper quarter point and the other at the mid-height. The 
strain distribution curves are plotted for three conrecutiw 
load stages, namely: before, at and after the ult-te lad. 
A comparison of these curves illustrates the transfer of 
strains from the plate to the stiffenere near the ultimate 
load. It can be seen that the plate Strain8 at the location 
of the two ins ide  s t i f f  enere i n  the mid-height crors wceion 
were w e l l  beyond the  y ie ld  s t ra in .  The yield atrain i n  ewl 
to 1365 microinches per inch, using 6' - 39.7 kai .,,d 
SY 
E 29,100 k s i  fo r  the p la te .  This indicate8 that the ulti..e. 
collapse of the  whole panel occurred because of th failure 
of the s t i f f e n e r s  t o  support the suddenly i n c r u w d  ui.1 
load a f t e r  the  p l a t e  became unstable and could not c a m  its 
share. 
The s t r a i n  dis tr ibut ions of other specimens except 
T-5 show a similar tendency (see Figs. 32, 33 and 36). fn 
T-4 some addi t ional  gages were applied i n  order to obtain 
more de ta i l ed  information concerning the variation of 
s t ra ins  near the  ul t imate load. The s train distribution 
curves f o r  this specimen are shown in  Fig. 36. The transfer 
of s t r a in s  i s  indicated even more clearly. 
A comparison of the axial  s t ra in  distributionr a t  
the ul t imate load i n  specimens T-2,  T-3, and T-4 points to 
the important f a c t  that the average c r i t i c a l  s t rain i n  the 
place was aDouc cne same - 1050, 1110, and 1070 microinches 
Per inch, respect ively,  fo r  each specimen. Each of there 
values does not deviate more than three percent from the 
average value of 1080 which i s  equal to  7% of the yield 
,train. The f a c t  t h a t  a l l  three specimens fai led a t  the 
,train i n  the p l a t e  indica tes  tha t  the strength of the plata 
was not influenced by the intensity of the la tea l  
loading. 
~ l t h o u g h  no readings could be taken a t  the u l t h t e  
load for  specimen T-1, an analysis of the axial strain8 
before and a f t e r  the ul t imate load indicates that the fa i lwe  
was of the same nature and a t  the same c r i t i c a l  s t rain in the 
plate a s  f o r  specimens T-2 t o  T-4. 
Specimen T-5 had a dis t inc t ly  different failure mode; 
as seen i n  Fig. 37, the re  is only a small variation of ui.1 
strains due t o  loading i n  the region of the ultimate load 
(Ld. No. 30). Some redis t r ibut ion of strains reclultiag from 
plate i n s t a b i l i t y  took place l a t e r  a f t e r  considerable yielding 
(Ld. No. 32) .  It should be remembered that the plate in 
specimen T-5 s t a r t e d  yielding a t  about 45 percent of the 
ultimate load. ~ h u s ,  the  s t r a in s  measured after that Fndicat* 
the magnitude of stresses tha t  had t o  be added t o  r e r idu l  
stresses t o  reach the  y i e ld  s t ress  level. 
Different  s t r a i n s  a t  various locations i n  the plate 
result from t h e  d i f fe ren t  magnitude of r e s i b 1  atre88e8* 
6. S U M M A R Y  
The ob jec t ives  of the  p i l o t  t e s t  program -re to 
&sign the t e s t i n g  apparatus and t o  explore the effect of 
lateral loading on the  compressive strength of l o n g i t u d i ~ l l ~  
stiffened panels as influenced by: 1 )  the intensity of 
lateral loading q, and 2) the  different ra t ios  of the 
subpanel width t o  the  p l a t e  thickness b / t .  
The t e s t i n g  apparatus was designed t o  apply 
simultaneously lateral loading and axia l  compression on t 
specimen. The i n t e n s i t y  of the  l a t e r a l  loading wan mainta~nea 
constant a t  i ts  spec i f i ed  value while the axial  compresa 
was varied. 
lion 
r l  l o a d  
-- %-- 
The system f o r  the application of later4 1% 
employed compressed air and consisted of a presnurc oox. an 
inner c e l l ,  a measuring and a controlling device i 10Urce 
of compressed air .  The ax i a l  load was applied by m ~ ~ 0  of a 
universal t e s t i n g  machine. See ~ i g s .  5 and 6 for the general 
arrangement and a view of the t e s t  setup. 
The end f i x t u r e s  and other parts of the t e s t  netup 
were designed t o  fu rn i sh  ~in-ended conditions a t  the top and 
bottom ends of t h e  specimen and free edges a t  the Sides. 
A number of dial and strain gages ware used to ob- 
tain quantitative information about the behavior of the spci- 
mens. The performance of the testing apparatus was found to 
be satisfactory for the purposes of this investigation. 
The program consisted of tenting five apecimans. 
The general specimen data and the teat results are givon in 
Table 1. 
A comparison of the test results of the first four 
specimens, T-1 to T-4, leads to the following observatians: 
Having the same plate slendernesa b/t - 60, 
they all failed due to local plate instability. The axial 
strain at the ultimate load in the plate of a11 four specbans, 
was about 79 percent of the yield strain, and this fact 
indicates that the plate in all specimens becaam unstable at 
the same axial strain and consequently atreaa, although 
subjected to different lateral loading. Thus, the critical 
strength of the plate was not influenced by the intensity of 
lateral loading. 
The axial load produced no churgea in the ahpe of 
the cross section in addition to those due to lateral loading 
except at the ultimate load at which the plate k c m a  unmtable. 
The behavior of the panels under axial and lateral loading 
was that of a beam column; and as i n  a beam coltnun, the 
axia l  strength of the panels depended on the  intensi ty of 
l a t e r a l  loading. 
Speciamn T-5 had a b / t  r a t i o  of 41, whlch u s  leas 
than t ha t  of the other speciwnm, and pomwsred a much higlnr  
ro ta t ional  r e s t r a in t  of tha p la te  by the s t i f feners ;  am a 
r e s u l t ,  i t  behaved qui te  different ly.  The pla te  did not k c a m  
unstable, except a f t e r  the load ruched  i t m  ultimate vllur and 
was already decreasing. Thus, the axial strength of t h i s  
specimen a s  a beam coluum was not limited by the i n s t ab i l i t y  
of the p la te  as i n  the other specimans. A s  i n  8 p c i n m 8  T-1 
t o  T-4 the shape of the cross section of specipm T-5 did 
not change during the application of the ax i a l  load. 
In cwparing the behavior of specimen T-5 with that 
of the other four specimens, we may conclude tha t  the aod. of 
t f a i l u r e  depended on the p la te  slenderness b/ t .  
i 
The tests described i n  thF8 report cavrr only tw 1 
I 
1 parameters influencing the behavior of longitudinally s t i f fened 
panels. However, on the basis of the  obtained r e su l t s  MI. 
important conclusions may be dram f a r  the mpeci#n dimmaions 
and the loading range used in this test series. These con- 
clusions are : 
1. A longitudinally stiffened panel abjeted to 
lateral loading and axial compression behaves errenti.lly 
as a beam column, whose strength and mode of failure me 
controlled by the critical strength of the plate in the sub- 
panels. Since the level of the axial stress in the plate 
depends on the lateral loading, the axial strength of the 
whole panel also depends on the intensity of lateral loadlng. 
2. The critical strength of the plate In subpanelr is 
not influenced by the intensity of lateral loading. It dependr 
on the plate slenderness (subpanel-width-to-plate-thickaarr 
ratio) b/t, and on the rotational restraint furnirhed bp the 
stiffeners. 
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I 248.4 8. N O M E N C L A T U R E  A Total cross-sectional area of epeciman 
Ast 
Area of stiffener 
B Total width of panel, or of specimen 
b width of subpanel or spacing of tee sifffenarr 
E Elastic modulus of elasticity (Young' r modulur) 
E,t 
strain-hardening modulus of elasticy 
I 
I Moment of inertia of specimen 
e Effective length of specimen 
L' Actual length of specimen 
P Axial load 
Pu Ultimate axial load at zero strain rate 
P~ Full plastic axial load = A x Cfey 
9 Lateral loading 
r Radius of gyration of specimen 
= J T z  
I t Plate thickness 
I 
I h Longitudinal deflection 
I S Lateral deflection 
£ Strain 
t Strain-hardening strain st 
G' stress 
static yield stress level - yield stress for zero 
"Y strain rate 
6 u Ultimate stress 
b/t Plate slenderness 
d/w Ratio of depth to web thickness of stiffener 
t /b Aspect ratio of plate subpanel 

Table 2. COUWI TEST RESUU!S 
Taken from Deaipgation Cay a; E E a t  €st % $ Reduct. 
Plate PC-4 39.6 $9.3 28.9 0.542 0.030 
PC-5 39.4 60.4 30.0 - 
Po-6 40.8 60.1 28.9 0.555 0.015 
PC-7 39.8 59.4 29.4 0.630 0.018 
Average 39.7 59.7 29.1 0.607 0.021 31.3 60.6 
WC -1 47.0 63.7 29.2 - 22.8 
VC-2 31.2 
54.3 
St  i i te twr 45.5 63.4 0.?90 0.020 23.8 51.6 
Web Wo-3 46.6 63.1 30.7 0.600 0.022 22.5 51.6 
Averago 46.4 63.4. 30.4 0.595 0.021 23.0 52.5 
Thim mine v a m  not umed in obtaining the areraga t. 
Table 3. ACTUAL SPECIMEN DIXENSIOB IU 
Plate Stiffeners i5 
F 
Specimen Width Length Ave.Th1ckness Flange Width Flange Depth Web 
Thickness Thickness 
in. in. in. in. in. in. In. 
~ u r  T-5 o n l j g  Average mieknemm or Stirtoning Stripst 0.1258 in. 
Average Width of Stiffening Strips: 3.02 in. 
lloter For nomlnal dimenmioas, 8.e Fig. 2. 
Table 4. IRITUL TILTINO AND SPACR16 OF ST- 
a. Initial Spaoing of Stiffem8 (in.) 
~- ~ - - -  - - ~  
T-1 TOP 3.06 l4.94 15.00 15.00 3.00 
Bottom 3-00 14.94 15.00 15.06 3.00 
T-2 TOP 3.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 3.00 
Bottom 3.00 15.00 15.03 14-97 3.0s 
T-3 TOP 3.06 Q.97 15.00 2.97 
Bottom 3.06 15.06 15.03 2.94 
T-4 ' Top 3.06 14.94 15.00 15.00 3.00 
Bottom 3.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 3-00 
T-5 * Top 0.80 10.45 10.60 10.45 0.70 
Bottom 0.76 10 45 10.52 10.37 0.74 
T-5 Top 4.50 4.50 4.50 '4.9 
Bottom 4.50 4.52 4.57 4.57 
View From Bottom 
Table 4. INITIAL SPACING AND TILTING OF STIFPENERSLCont* d)  h) 
. .  . . . , .  . .  
5 
b. In i t ia l  Tilting of Stiffeners ( la;)  . & 
T-1 Top 2.94 2.86 
Bottom 2.95 2.92 
T-2 TOP 2.92 2.92 
Bottom 2.94 2-97 
T-3 TOP 2.94 2-69 
Bottom 2.89 2.94 
T-4 Top 2.94 2.93 
Bottom 2.89 2.91 
Table 5. INITIAL UlWAIRNEIS OF mm 
(10-3, in.) 
a. Horizontal Sections 
spec. Sect. Pointa 
1 2 3 h 5 6 7 
T-1 HT 44 76 108 54 -14 -11 -11 
HC -2 7 -2 34 2 
4 
-33 
3 9 102 36 
-35 -40 
HB 52 9 19 
T-2 H'J! -- 
-- 
-a 
HC 
HE -- 
5 
23 
Table 5. I N I T I A L  UmAImESS OF F'LATES (Contldl 
(10'3 in.) 
b. Ve~tfcal Sections 
Points 
Speo. Sect. - 
1 2 3 
T-1 VR 50 75 33 
VC 0 5 1 
VL 51 62 35 
/ 2 3  4 5 6 7  
Table 6: 
Specimen Gagor connected Oagen connaotrd To-1 
No. to Strain Indicator to Dl@tizer Number 
of 01Re8 
Table 7: I.0EInlDIIUL D S F u c T m a  
: m f t ~ d i C U 1  & f l a ~ t i o l l  t m d -  
ins. nr. mda only d u r i w  thm . p p l i -  
cation of the a i a l  load, thmcafom, 
none are given for  S p e c i r n r  2-2 to 
T-5 for f w  f i r m t  (and l aa t )  load 
numbers, Ld. No., a t  which tha l a t a ra t  
loading m e  put on (md off) .  
Id. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 
Load Dafl. Load Defl. Load Dafl. toad Dafl. w Defl. 
P A p A P A P A  ? A 
0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
Kip8 in. Kip8 in. Kip. i n .  Kip. in. Kip. in. 
0 0 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 
20 8 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 
50 19 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 
200 47 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 
300 6 1 0 - 0 - 50 0 0 - 
400 7 6 0 - 0 - 100 11 50 0 
500 90 1 0 20 0 150 20 100 9 
488 104 20 22 50 10 200 3 2 200 25 
460 101 50 32 100 19 300 44 300 38 
400 9 2 100 66 200 36 400 58 400 53 
200 6 5 150 54 2 9  44 410 60 425 56 
100 51 200 62 300 51 420 60 450 60 
248.4 
Table 7 I ~ITKlDmU 
-67 
(Coat ' 6 )  
26 I : :  ,: 342 110 300 111 387 H 670 Ill 
Ld 
No. 
13 
Load rnfl.  lacrd rnfl .  lad m f l .  tod Dmfl. iwl mfi. 
? A P A ? A ? A P A  
0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
u p .  in. u p .  in. ffpa in. Kip. in. Urn . 
50 40 300 78 310 52 430 62 475 64 
248.4 -68 
t.bl* 7: -mu DmumxmB (Coat 'd) 
Load D8fl. Load mfl.  bad D8fl. Lad k f l .  bad Dafl. 
A p A ? A P A P A  
Additional Mi... for SPOC- 2-1 
34 
UP. in. 
0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
P in. UP. in. Kin in. UP. la. U.8 in. 
150 178 41 170 Zb4 1 9  534 168 
A L A A A A.'AJ.L 
4 
4 
- 
4 -L#lgitUdir#l 
4 Bulkhood 
-Tmmwrw 
Rib 1 
4 
4 
4 
(b) IDADING ON THE SHIP BOTTOM PANEL 
DUE TO WAVE ACTION - HOGGING 
Fig. I STIFFENED PANELS 
IN THE SHIP BOTTOM STRUCTURE 
Pig. 2 TlLST SPEC- DI)lQESIOIIS 
Scale: 1" = 1'-On 
- 
T-2 R I  T-S T -5 
In T - L  T-5 la t - s  
112" 1 ' I '  I lC' l  1' - - 
Stiffeners 
Notesr 
f' 2 Length of w e 1  = 58 1/2 in. 
R: Reserved pieces for tensile ooupoha 
Fig. 3 ~'MSRIAL r n l ' I N @  DIAoRms 
lo Saale 

Fig. 5 GENERAL A R W  
OFTESTSENP 
~Schomotic) 
( b )  SECTIONS A-A 8 0-8 
Fig. 6 TEST SETUP AND INSTRUMENTATION 
Fig. 7 SPECIMEN TEST ASSEMBLY - FRONT VIEW 
Fig. 8 SPECIMEN TEST ASSEMBLY 
SIDE V l E W  
Fig. 9 SPECIMEN TEST ASSEMBLY 
BACK VlEW 
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rig. 12 mcATIQ1 or Q-Q - - 
Sul.: 1" - 1'- 
#tam: 1. ror a u h  a~ tha front fmca tbt. i. a 
coryaspsading g m  on the back f8u .  Ru 
urnbar on the back f a 8  lm thm f o l m  m a  
a8-r to thrt of thm g q a  on Lh. froat fmo. 
Fig. 13 ADJUSmBLE 
Fig. 14 END FIXTURES AND ATTACHMENT OF 
S - DIAL GAGES 
Fig. 15 SPECIMEN 1-1 AFTER TEST 
FRONT FACE 
Fig. 16 SPECIMEN T-l AFTER TEST 
BACK FACE 
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